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SIAN Architects is a practice based in New Delhi and Meerut, India. Established

in the year 2017, SIAN is a collaboration between Surbhi Singhal and

Deepanshu Arneja, working in the fields of architecture, interior design, and

material innovation. SIAN Architects turned to stone (resin) to create an

unconventional ‘artefact’ with their latest project Stone- Print Villa in Meerut,

India, which collectively strikes a fine balance between smooth and rough,

seamless and patterned, restraint and flamboyance, contemporary and

traditional, art.

PROJECT

TRANSFORMATIVE FACADE

 
Architect Surbhi Singhal and Deepanshu Arneja of SIAN Architects have

transformed the façade of a residence into a piece of art.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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BRITISH SPIRIT 

In the heart of Central London, near Buckingham Palace, a 1970’s two-bedroom

apartment was thoroughly reconstructed for a Hong Kong-based family. Given

their international background, their brief was to create a British feel for the

property - from the furniture and accessories selection to the finishes all

throughout the residence. The end result is a stunning home away from home

for a client who has it all. TG Studio was tasked with reimagining the

apartment, transforming it to suit modern life. In order to convey the British

feel that the client so desired, the studio chose a brand that reflected Britain’s

rich history and cultural diversity - BRABBU. BRABBU’s pieces are inspired by

nature and cultures of the world, having an intense sensory presence in every

modern division.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

BRITISH SPIRIT

Carlton House Terrace, a luxury apartment near Buckingham Palace by TG

Studio and BRABBU is a luxurious space that merges seamlessly with the

British spirit.
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Madhur Daga, Managing Director of Orient Bell Limited (OBL), is an industry

veteran. He graduated in 1993 with a BBA degree from the University Of

Southern California (USC), Los Angeles. After working overseas for a year, he

joined OBL (formerly Orient Ceramics and Industries Limited) for a short stint,

after which he completed his Post Graduation with a degree in International

Corporate Finance from the University Of New South Wales (UNSW), Sydney,

Australia.

 

Madhur Daga, Managing Director of Orient Bell Limited, believes that a good

baseline health helped him cope with COVID-19 in a much better way. He

shares his experience with us in this interview and also provides some insights

into the way Orient Bell Limited (OBL) has managed to keep its team healthy,

motivated and productive during these challenging times.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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